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Squaring the peg or
categorization D f pupils' routine acts

unding the hole: teacher

Taking an ethnomethodoLo cal perspective which focuses

on problurs of -eaning in everyday life, this study is con-

cerned with the explication of interpretive procedur used

by a c1asrooi teacher in constructing pupil categorizations.

Labeling and the affects of labeling on a individual

behavio- self-image, and opportunity structures have received

considerable attention in the literature (Lemert 1972, Rosen-

thal 1968, Becker 1964, 1963, 1960, Goffman 1963). For ethno-

methodologists, categorization o "doing labeling" is but one

of the techniques actors use to create and sustain their social

order.

Why do we Label? In soci'l situations people are able to

together w th relative ease because they share comnon under-

standings of what each person is supposed to d (Cicourel 1972:

248), The flout of social interaction is facilitated because

members take things for granted and make events recognizable

to each other. Categorizing is a process which 1) eases social

intercourse, 2) serves as a short-hand stem of conmuniation,

3) cuts through the confusion of everyday life to simplify

social interaction and 4) enables u_ to describe individuals by.

categories which carry anticipatory behavior and ez(pectations.

Cognitive categories of persons liKely to be encountered

are established by social _nettings . For example, members of an

alcoholic community speak of "retreads", "vinos "earth'people",



and "crazies" Volpe 1975). Referential terms heard in prisons

include "square Johns", "thieves", "gorillas" (Cressey 1973)_

ope addicts refer to "the hustle", "the cop", and "getting

off" (Agar 1973).

There is ample data to support the notion that interact-

ing membprs in a society categorize, and that categorizations

are gerniarie to specific sociaL and institutional settings. we

then asx, hew are the gorizations made? what interpre-

tive and accounting procedures does an actor ese to sustain

social reality?

In an attempt to answer these questions, I entered a pri-

vate educational instituticin as an observer to gather data on

the process by which one second grade teacher assigned and sus-

tained pupil categorizations. Listening to teachers' conversa-

2 learned that the teacher1 like other specialists,

is expected to become familiar with the labels used in that par-

ticular setting (see Rosenthal 1968, Rosenhan 1973, Agar 1973,

Goffman 1961). Part of the professionalization process, it

is I) discerning wbich labels are deemed appropriate,

2) applying the labels to clientele, and 3) sl)aring the labels

ith other members of the professional community. Prom my ob-

servations in the school and retrospective aonvers tions with

the teacher, it became quiciar apparent that the labeling pro-

cess serves important funations 'here as in other institutional

settings and is used continuously for diegnbsing, placement,

.d treatmento
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In an educational setting a teacher is expected to detect

and assign significant features of children's behavior to cate-

gories. Such assignments ae to be utjlie8 for official pur-

poses, e.g,, school records, parent-teacher conferences, refer-

rals to outside professionals d for the acher's personal

use in ihe everyday world of "teaching." My task in this study

of pupil categorization was to discover how this a- r (teacher)

goes about the task of investigattng the scenes of children's

behavior In the classroom so that.she is able to see and re-

port patterning and structure in thøe scenes for herself and

for her professional colleagues.

The study was begun in mid-January and WaS concluded at the

end of the l975 school year. The decisioLl to initiate the study

at mid year was based on two assumptions: ) the teac er would

have had ample time to "get to know' patterns of hehav

each of her pupils, and 2) as a result of teacher-staff tnterac-

tons the teacher would have had one semester to become fa iliar

ithi the instituti.onal expectati ns of pupil categorization.

Methodology

I learned about the interpretive procedu es used by the

teacher to construct pupil categorizations through vistts to

the classroom and retrospective conversations. The classroom

visits w re followed by taped interviews with the teacher in

her home. The relaxed home setting, away from the institution,
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facilitated the flow of conversation which focused on ac-

counts of children's behavior. The ongoing accounts of pupil

categorizati-ns, combined -ith retrospective conversations and

a card sorting technique provided data on the interpretive

procedures used by the teacher to assign children's routine

acts to categories.

During the data gathering process three research pr_b-

lems emerged: 1) once the categories had been named (iden-

tified) by the teacher, what were 'her meanings for each of

the terms, 2) after the teacher s meanings were clarified,

what interpretive resources were used by her to assign a

clhild to each of the categories, and 3) if the teacher

categorizations differed from official labels, hew did this

teacher reinterpret her categories to fit into the mod I

espoused by the institution,

Findings

Naming the categories.

Teachers are expected lay a_ministrators, colleagues,

and parents to assess pupils for academic performance and

general schoolroom behavior. By January, this teacher, corn-

plying with institutional and parental expectations, had

assembled a repertoire of functional (her term) and social

(her t- categories which she used to define children's

behavior in the classroom.

In the social realm the teacher detects critical behav-

ioral distinctions which account for the assignment of rou-

6
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tine acts into such categories as "hyper", "conservative",

"imaginative", and "creati "t on the functional (academiO

performance) level she assigns children to categOries of

"sharpie , ,onservative", "imaginati ", and "creative".

Although the teacher speaks of two major divisions of

pupil categor zation - functional and social - the data indi-

cates that only two terms reflect qualities of mutual ex-

clusivity, For this teacher, 'hypei' behavior is considered

applicable only on the social level, and 'sharpie' behavior

only on t functional level In contrast, all the remain-

ing terms, 'conservative', 'i ginati 'creative' occur

on both social and functional levels. The significance of

this finding is that although ative', aginative', and

'conservative' behavior have distinguishing social and func-

tional characteristics, the generalized meanings of these

categories allow for an interchangeability of terms so that

a single term, e.q" 'creative', can account for both social

and functional behavior. This evidence suggest- hen, that

manifestations of imaginative', 'creative', and 'conserva-

tive' behavior are seen by the teacher as effecting both

the academic and social aspects of life.

Originally, the teacher had designated only tvo major

ca egories (social and funct _o define and organize h

children's behavior. But it beosne evident during the retro-

spective comv rsa-ions that she was usirg -till another cate-

gorical distinction to account for pupils' rout ne acts,
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This more encompassing category, ,hich superimposes all there,

is based on degrees flexibility or her a.sessmnent of child-

ren'e reasonableness within the class-if:3m setting. All of the

children are categorized on this level as either -lexible' or

inflexible',

Conceptual rneani.r'gs and interpretive procedures of categori ation-

with this information in hand, my task was to discover

the conceptual meanings of each of these categories and the

ways in which the teacher assigned each of the children to

one or more categories. To elicit data p rtaining to the

meaning of each conceptual category, I aa'ked the teacher the

following types of questions:

How does a 'hyper' (1sharple') child behave?
Why is Danny 'creative' and not 'imaginative'?
How is the behavior of 'conservative' children

similar to or different than that of 'imaginative'
children?

To discover the actor's interpretive procedures of- cate-

gorization, a drew upon Garfinkel (1967:78) model of docu-

mentary methods of interpretation which suggests that we

r_at an actual appearance as 'the document of', as 'point-

ing tol, as tanding in behalf of' a presupposed underlying

pattern. Garfinkel tells us that not only is fhe underlying

pattern derived from its individual documentary evidences,

but the individual documentary evidences, in their turn, are
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'what is kn ne about the under-

lying pattern. Each is used to elaborate the other.

Data pertaining to the inte pretive procedures used by

the teacher to assign children to categories was ob ained

through the analysis of retrospective conversations, ongoing

accounts of children's routine acts, and responses to such

open-ended questions as:

you think Richard was 1 er' today? Why?
Can Aretha be 'conse vativ and . creative at

the same time?
Cindy seemed out of sorts this afternoon, is this

unusual?
Three of the boys spent a lot of time in the closet

during free time today, how did you feel about bat?

My field notes and an analysis of the taped conversations

bave provided the following data concerning the t che con-

ceptual meaning of each category, and the interpretive proced-

ures she uses to assign children to eacb of the .ategories.

Category: Flexibility*

Definition: The emotional ability to cope with
This child can be reasoned with and diosstYt get
"bent out of shaPe" easilr.

Documentary
Evidences: The child is °artful" in handling iaL. situ-

ations and can adjust to changes in the academic
routine. The child doesn't get upset ea ily, and
if frustrated, bounces back with little or no
difficulty. The child absorbs things wi bout
gettimg,"bent out of shape," e.g beCOm ng
tearful, withdrawn, argumentative.

* All children in the class are categorized as 'f ible' or.
'inflexible'. Sometimes a child can be 'flexib ' in a social
way but 'inflexible' on the performance level; the reverse
is also possible.

9



Category; Inflexibility

Definition: This child cannot be 5Or1ed with.

Documentary
Evidences: If things don't go right the child qs s "bent

out of shape% gets demolished. Mani tations
of being "demolished" include moodint with-
drawal, argumentativenesS, tearfulness,

"When I try to reasor With this child it is like
coming up agatnst a brick wall. I have to meet
bini/her 99% of the way , This is a strongly
opinionated child."
"There are two forme of linflexibilityl, argu-
mentativeness and withrewal t both boshsviors
indicate being "bent out of shape",f

Ca egory: UY221:

Definition: Acts which are socially disruptive an d uc-
tive.
"when I see somebody goofin'.....I consider
grotesque behavior 'hyper', which means any
act which is so outlandish for the setting
that it nearly blows my mind. I call this
'hyper' activity on this child's part because
it is so out of character for what IS supposed
to be going on,"

Documentary
Evidences:

Category;

Definition:

Documentary
Evidences:

Acts th t are time wasters, that have no end
product-in sight. Such acts are destruc ive
and are seen as 'hyper activity. ACts whic
are disruptive for the individual or the group,
i.e., sliding across the room on one's knees,
chasing someone in the room, running into the
closet, getting out of the seat a lot during
the period designated tor seat work, keeping
someone else from completing his work, or
acting out for no reason at all.

Quiet Hyper

Acts which are not "super" disiuptive inthe
classroom. These children do not disturb others
in a noisy way so they are 'quiet hypers'.

Children who "spin-off" tn some direttcri that
isn't too disruptive bUt who are not really
being construotive either: gettitog some-
one Who is not finiehed with his work to go

10



Category:

Definition:

Documentary
Evidences:

Category:
Definition:

Documentary
Evidences:

Category:

Definition:

Documentary
Evidences:
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into the closet to try to
situation; out of one's s
noisy: socializing on the s
in the classroom to one or
people but doing it quietlym

up a game
but not being
e: °traveling"
o different

sharpl
This is an imaginative, perceptive child.

A child who does the work that is expected of
him/her but then expands on it imaginatively or
creatively and exhibits some originality and
individuality.

Conservative
These children are middle of the roadersI
they always do what is expeCted of them, They
know what is expected and what is acceptable
behavior. They stay within the bounds of the
social setting. It is a safe, secure role for
many who want to be praised and believe they
will be praised for doing what is asked of them.

These children foll_w directi.ns to the letter.
They do everything in the order in which it is
asked, They do not deviate Or expand on any
assignment. True'conservatives' don't vary at
all from what is asked. They do not want any
h:sti'ie action from the teacher or from their
peers, They will back down in a conflict.

"'Conservatives' are bard workers, but I am con-
cerned about them because they don't show me
they are willing to stand up for their own
convictions. "

Creative

"A child w o comes up with things that are
fantastically interesting, thQt nO one else
in the class has cone,- or at least nae not
done in that way."

Creativity is seen in art work, written co
sitions, and dramatic play,



Category: Imaginative

Definitions

Do umer .ary
Ew dence s

"A child that does the work but adds an inter-
esting focus that I have not considered and is
more than acceptable. "

This child di A gards directions and interna-
lizes the iea4ng of the project to produce
something that is very much his/her own, It
is reflected in art work, and in activities that
are not called for but are constructive- a diff-
erent way of presenting material.

After obtaining this information on the teacher°s concep-

tual categories, my next task was to discoVer how this teacher

goes about linking routine acts in the classroom to her concep-

tual types of children. What r sources does she use to see

order and patterning in classroom events? Garfinkel (1967)

suggests that we consider interpretive procedures as having

reflexive features which link the properties of meaning to

actual events. In this way appropriate surface rules are seen

relevant for immediate or toture inference and action. ,

In an attempt to discover these properties, I devised a

sort ng system which consisted of one 5 x 8 index card for

eaCh of the categories listed above, and one 5 x 8 card for

each of the 28 children in the class, 7he seven category

cards were placed in a horizontal line on a table in the teach-

er48 home. The teacher was then asked to consider each child

in the class in light o se known categories. The category

cards could be moved in any direction or superimposed upon

12





other cards. The teacher was not lim ted to these seven

conceptual categories.

The porting system provided information which suggests

that the teacher hes generated a model by which she fit_

children's routine acts into conceptual types,

1. Some children fit squarely into one category
little or no deviation.

DE NNI S

Othir Children are splIt into tw categories, with
either a 50/50 or'e 75/25 split.

an example of the 75/25 split:

CONSERVAT I V E IMAGINATIVE

"This split is relatively stable for this chi_d
because his 'conservative' qualities are so strong
that they fnhibit variations in his behavior.
Although he has 'Amaginative'qualities he cannot
be considered a 'sharpie' because he is not that
'imaginative'. If his 'conservative', middle of
the roader' qualities were not so well developed
his 'imaginative' behavior could blossom and then
he might flow into the 'sharpie' category,"

No other categories were suggested by t
the sorting process,

teacher during
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Still other children fall into two or three diff-
erent categories. Their behavior tends to flow
from one category to another. The changes in
categorical arrangement are related to specific
behavioral patterns. For example,

SHARPIE

H Y P ER goris ERVATIVE

KE LLY

CREATIVE

I MAGI N AT IVE

In this case when there is a 50/50 split
between 'hyper' and 'conservative' behavior,
the destructive influences are balanced by
the constructive, inhibiting qualities of
1r-fonservatism' and Kelly exhibits 'sharpie',
imaginative', 'creative' behavior. But when
'hyper' qualities take aver, she loses the
'sharpie', 'imaginative', 'creative behavior-
al patterns and becomes disruptive, i.e., her
work does not get finished, she is destructive
to other children's property, and causes argu-
ments with her peers. (Illustrated below)

KELLY

emET,

SER VA T WE

A few children are-in a state of "categorical
flux" and the teacher does not know how to con-
ceptualize their behavior et this partiCular
time.

1 4
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case #1
This child was categorized in the following

way prior to parent-teacher conferences two
months ago

SHkF F. 1 E CONSER VAT I V E

KAREN
After the parent-teacher conference, when the
mother discussed a specific problem the child
we having in school which related to the
teacher/pupil relationship, the teacher could
no longer comfortably assign the child to the
'flexible' category. Until the teacher can
account for the child's routine acts in the
classroom in light of this new information,
she conceives .of the child as being.somewhat
'inflexibleio See below.

r_
INFLEXIBL E

FILEXIBLE1

SHARP IE

case #2
Until a recent illness this child was seen
follows:

CONSERVATIVE

FLEXIBLE

LSH A R P IMAGINA 7 IVE

15



Since the illna _ tis cliil3 has -become very
ornery. 'Hyper behavior is nov superimposed
or his 'imaginative', 'sharpie' qualities, and
signs of 'inf1aNibility6 occur nore often since
he has been sicl. The teacher vonders if be still
has not completely recovered: and she hesitates
to categorize his present behavior because the
cbanges may just be teMporary ones,

r-1NFLE X I.BLE
FILExIaLE

Concluding Remarks

The data indicate fhat an ac use of the dociiineri -

tary method of interpretation, .e., treating appearances as

'pointing to' a presupposed underlying pattern, involved the'

search for an identified homo1ogous pattern to account for a

vast variety of totally dUferert realizations of nearing.

This is seen specifically with this actor's documentary evi-

dences of 'hyper ctivity, e g -sliding on one knees,

trav Ling in the roorn, and causing flare-ups,



Tbe results of this study support Sacks' (1974121) rule

of consistency-which states that if a population of persons

is being categorized and if a categorization 4-vice has teen

used to assign a Zirst --ember of the population, then that

category or others of tbe same collection may le used to

further assign members of the:population, The collection

in this case, seven conceptual categories, was effectively

used by the teacher to classify all of the 28 children in

the class.

we have also seen that a member's knowledge of the

vorld is more or less ad hoc, in other Words, be reconstruc

some feature of event so that it can be seer to fit the

pres--iption- of a rule, while he ignores -hose aspects of

the event which do not fit the rule. This practice was par-

ticularly evident in this teacher's assignment.of behav_or to

the 'imaginative- restive' categories. Instances whict might

have been considered 'hyper' activity were Labeled 'iMaginative°

or -'creativel for those children who are thought of as sharpies':

conservatives 'nisi evidence supports the notion that the

c it--ia of adequ cy and rules of procedure in pupil categorize-

t on are only as good as they need to le for tte.individual

actor.

The ad hoc procedures used to interpret routine acts to

construct social reality, which go unquestioned by the actor,

are the very processes which must be accounted fer to signifi-.

cant others i.e., the principal, parents, etco, in order to

17
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maintain the social order of fhe institution. Administrato

in an educational institution call for procedures of account-

ability when decisions for placement or treatment must be made,

At this time a teacher asks herself, "What ip

°How do I convey information about my pupils'

other specialists and parents which will ensu-

ment and treatment for each child?"

Rosenthal (1968:108) suggests fhat -e chars assessments

of pupils' academic performance are easier to fit into institu

tional categories, than are their assessments of social behav-

ior, One possible explanation for this phenomenon might be the

fa t that at the close of ary school year the main objective of

the educational institution, that is academic progress, comes

into feCus. Measurements of acad mic performance, rather thah

expected of me?"

routine acts to

proper place-

Ossessments of social behavior, are expected by

ents. The teacher responds to this expectation

staff and pa

by translating

loth academic and social dimensions of pupils iu ine acts into

functional (academic perfomance) statements.
-

To illustrate, throughout the school year, Dennis, the

knee-slider, the traveler, was categorized as a 'hyper' child

who had periods of 'imaginativeness' and 'conservatism' during

which he was seen as a quiet, diligent worker* The teacher

interpreted his routine acts of functional and social behavior

by the degree of his hyperactivity.. In the end of the year

report, however, she assesses Dennis' development in light of

his academic progress, emphasizing functional and de-_phasi-

zing social performance. She visualizes his behavior by the

18



amount of control, or 'conse a is which be ruses to

channel his energies toward academic work.*

For this teacher, then, social reality in the classroom

is suatained thro:gb t e assignment of chi d- -tine acts

into social and functional categories.. It appears however,

that when the teacher is called upon to make official judgments

concerning pupil performance, the social categories mo longer

suffice.- At this time, she feels the need to fit her inter-

pretations of pupil progress into the institutional model of

categorization. She does this by combining,and then translating,

her irformation on social and functional performance into the

institutional co-les, Therefore, pupils who 2uring the school

)rear are categorized as 'hyper', 'conservative', 'creative',

and 'imaginative', are assigned at th_ end of the year to nurner-

ca groups which are institutionally defined, e.g., I and 2 as

good readers, 3 and 4 average readera, and 5 and 6 poor readers.

rro summarize, we have seen how the teacher develops a

variety of categorizations to account for children's routine

acts. have afse* learned from the teacher's ongoing accourtm

that she considers_ children's behavior to be a dynarnic pr_cass

vhich is subject to change. Phis process allovs ber to Chink

of children as being capable of "flowing" from one category to

another. As noted earlier, the teacher in this study perceives

The teacher in this study is very much aware of the ramifica-
tions of categorizing, particularly, the possible long tern
effects upon a pupil's academic career. Therefore, vhen asked
to account for pupil progress, she utilizes social ard func-
tional information that-points to positive aspects of children's
behavior which are directly related to academic achievement.



a few children as being in a state of "categor al flux".

But, it was discovered that this teachers perceptions

of pupil fluency do not necessarily- lead t6 recategorization.

In fact, there seens to be considerable hesitation on her part

to recategortze pupils. Although the problem of categorimo-

tion was beyond the scope of my study, I becam- triterested

the process when I learned that onlr t ree out of twenty-eight

children were recategorized during the school year. How cate--

gorical reinterpretation occurs is still unknown, and is a

concern for future research. What does it taXe for the peg_

to remain square?

20
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